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T whom it may concern
We would like to advise you that we oppose changes to the current Unley Council Development
Plan.
My current zone, under the City of Unley Development Plan RB350 is being transitioned into the
General Neighborhood Zone.
We do not agree to our suburb being developed in the same manner as other less attractive and
desired suburbs. We should be preserving our older leafy historical suburbs on the outskirts of
the city. Any changes to the building zone would result in a more densely populated area, more
housing also means more driveways which means less parking space and more congestion which
will impact our way of life. We also do not agree with the removal of trees which are the lungs of
the earth and for us living on it. Any changes to allow more dwellings being built would result in
the irreversible changes to this area which we strongly oppose.
Our request is that the current RB350 zone be transitioned into the Surburban Neighbourhood
Zone that will enable block sizes to remain unchanged and preserve these beautiful and
significant suburbs.
We also would like to advise you of our disgust that the government has tried to secretly push
this change through with no consultation to residents in the area or the general public of South
Australia. If the Labor Government chooses to move forward with these plans we as a collective
family will not be voting this government in when the next election comes around.
It is very important that we preserve these beautiful areas for our children and those that follow.
These suburbs can never be replaced and it would be criminal to make changes that impact so
many peoples way of life.
Yours sincerely
Rick and Angela Tredrea

